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1. Overview information  

a. Description of new product or service 

Des Moines’ Downtown Farmers’ Market’s newest initiative, the Wagon Lending Program, helps 

patrons navigate The Market with ease by offering six metal pull-behind wagons for loan. Visitors are 

encouraged to use the wagons when making big purchases and large quantities at the Information 

Booth at The Market. 

Des Moines’ Downtown Farmers’ Market is produced by the Downtown Community Alliance, part of 

the Greater Des Moines Partnership. 

b. Goals and objectives of product or service 

In an ongoing effort to assist customers, especially those who purchase large items or quantities, the 

goal of the Wagon Lending Program is to keep those buyers coming back to The Market once they’ve 

seen just how simple and stress-free shopping and purchasing at The Market can be. By taking care 

of the “heavy lifting,” patrons are not forced to take trip after trip back to their vehicle, delivering 

purchased goods. Instead they can get everything at once, haul it back to their vehicle and load it up 

in one stop. 

c. Application of product or service at an event 

The application of the Wagon Lending Program began with partnering with the local Buy Fresh Buy 

Local (BFBL) non-profit organization who helped secure the six wagons used each Saturday. From 

there, volunteers/staff members were needed to man the Information Booth and become 

knowledgeable on the wagon loaning program. 

d. Overall effectiveness of product or service 

The Wagon Lending Program encourages shopping at The Market while giving the event an Iowa-feel 

with the John Deere green wagons offering a localized version of a shopping cart. 

Patron usability increased as The Market season went on. In 2016, four wagons were utilized. Based 

on positive feedback from patrons, we intend to double the number of wagons available in 2017. 

e. Target market for product or service 

The Wagon Lending Program was designed primarily for Market patrons who desired extra space 

and an extra set of hands to help transport purchases from the vendor stands to their vehicles. 

Whether patrons were visiting The Market solo or in a group, the wagons are helpful to increase 

patrons’ purchasing and transporting capacity. Additional target markets for the program include other 

niche Market visitors, like chefs purchasing local produce. This is described in more detail below.   



 

  

 

 

f. Measurable results: tangible and intangible 

The program has resulted in local chefs and culinary experts regularly 

visiting The Market each Saturday morning to load up on local food and ingredients for their local 

restaurants. The Wagon Lending Program has afforded them the ability to do this with great ease.  

Many local chefs and culinary experts enjoyed the benefits of the program, coming back week after 

week to take advantage of the wagons. Chefs from the following restaurants enjoyed the benefits of 

the program, coming back week after week to take advantage of the wagons: 

• Joe Tripp of Harbinger 

• Zach Gutweiler of Reed’s Hollow 

• Brett McClavy of The Cheese Bar 

• Suman Hoque of HoQ — Suman is also a food vendor who sources locally grown produce for 

The Market, including produce, meat and eggs. 

Other benefits include: 

• A meaningful partnership with the local Buy Fresh Buy Local initiative 

• Increased sales for The Market’s participating local growers and producers 

• Increased sales opportunities for vendors 

• Increased accessibility for disabled patrons  

• Happier customers who feel less overwhelmed with shopping and purchasing 

• Increased ability for Market patrons to make heavier/larger purchases (e.g. Watermelon, 

pumpkins, hanging flower baskets) 

2. Supporting Question: What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / encounter in 

creating the program / activity / idea, and how did you handle them? 

The biggest challenge to overcome has been the popularity of the program. In the future, the goal is 

to incrementally increase the number of wagons within the Wagon Lending Program and ensure there 

are enough to rotate in order to reduce the wait time for patrons interested in utilizing this free service 

at The Market. 

Aside from the quantity of wagons, another issue has been the number of patrons who ask for the 

wagons for their children and pets. To combat this issue, visuals have been added to the booth to 

explain why children and pets are not allowed in the wagons. Volunteers have also been trained to 

talk through the liability reasons and need for the wagons in regards to purchases. 

The concern of wagons potentially not being returned has come up several times. To address this, 

patrons are now asked to leave their I.D. as collateral and leave signatures on a signup sheet so 

volunteers at the booth always know who has wagons checked out. 
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